
Product Name: Mustang P-51 High-wing airplane 
Dimension: L390mm/H100mm/Wingspan540mm
Motor: Brushless 1104 / 4500KV
ESC: FX-12A
Battery: 220MAH 7.4V Lipo (NOT Included)
Servo:  4.3g x 2
Propeller: 75mmPropeller: 75mm
Weight(KIT): ≈65g
Weight(take-off): ≈80g
Package size: 370mm x 210mm x 60mm （KIT/PNP）
                      500mm x 210mm x 70mm  (ARF)
Feature:
This products are producing by MPP magic board, UV print and laser cutting. With This products are producing by MPP magic board, UV print and laser cutting. With 
gorgeous workmanship and exquisite appearance, this incredible creative RC plane machine 
is made of lightweight and super durable material, tough and high strength. We set PNP 
version, which is very suitable for the DIY of airplane model enthusiasts. Electronic combo 
comes with brushless motor and esc, providing powerful performance. ARF version comes 
with flight controller which can self-stabilize flight control, Stable output to excellent 
performance.

一、 Tools Required

Sharp hobby Knife ( Children under 12 years must be assisted by adult),  

clean towel or Non-woven Fabric( to wipe excessive glue), Phillips Screw 

driver, Foam glue and 502 cyanoacrylate adhesive.

二、 Assembly

1.Packing list(As below shown) Accessories
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1.PP board   2.Wooden board   3.Servo arms   4.Servos   5. Motor and ESC   6.Propeller 

7.Nylon ties   8.Linkages   9.Hatch decal   10.Landing gear   11.Landing gear mount 

12.Motor mount   13.Wing strengthen CF rod   14.Double-side tape   15.Magnet 

16.1.4*4 servo mount screws   17.1.4*3 motor mount screws   18.Nylon chuck screws 

19.Hatch screws   20.Nylon chuck
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1. Left frame   2.Right frame   3.Hatch cover   4. Tail bottom plate   5.Left landing cover 

6.Right landing cover   7.Left wing   8.Wheels   9.Rear landing gear   10.Horizontal tail 

11.Right wing   12.Body upper plate   13.Nose bottom plate   14.Vertical tail

1.Hatch mounting base   2.Wings mounting base   3.Servo horn   4.Axle   

5.Body electronics mounting plate
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X6 transmitter

ARF/RTF including TX and RX

2、Fuselage inner electronics assembly 
Install the motor mount (Use 1.4*3 Machine Screw)

Note the cable direction

Install the body electronics mounting plate

The installed motor is 
mounted on the 
electronic mounting 
plate and fixed with 
502 glue
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Attention there has a slot 
for motor cables

RX-1.0receiver with FC



The installed motor is 
mounted on the elec-
tronic mounting plate 
and fixed with 502 
glue

Attention there has a slot 
for motor cables

Mount the ESC at the 
bottom and fixed with 
nylon ties.

Be sure to clip the wires into the slot

Fix cables up through the 
hole as shown Remove the wings mounting plate

Install to the bottom of 
electronics mounting 
plate. The upturned corner 
is facing the front

Keep it perpendicular to the elec-
tronics mounting plate and fix it 
with 502 glue
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Install servos and FC receiver
Use 1.4*4 Self-tapping screws to install servos

Install elevator servo 
first. Note the installed 
direction of servo

Lock the screws

Install aileron servo from 

bottom to top

Sort all cables
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Apply double-sided tape to the 
back of the FC receiver

Stick on the FC receiver, 25mm 
away from the rear edge

From bottom to top
Connecting to CH6 

Connecting to CH2

Connecting to CH3

Fixed all cables 
with nylon tie

Install FC receive

Find the Straight short arm and 
cross-shaped arm

Install the servo arms

Trim the cross-shaped arm into a 
V-shaped 
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Take off the No. 2 left frame

Find the aileron linkage and 
horizontal tail linkage

Power on the FC receiver, install the arms in neutral point and screw on

Install the aileron linkages

3. Install the body plate

As shown, Apply proper amount 
of foam glue to the red mark
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install the horizontal tail linkage

Adjust the position and insert the horizontal 
tail linkage, Aileron linkage and wings
 mounting plate, pay attention to the holes 
which has been marked in red arrow as shown

Press to make stick tightly

Take off the No.13 board

Cut a 45 degree 
angle with a knife

As shown, Apply 
proper amount of 
foam glue to the 
red mark
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As shown, stick it under the nose
Note to being parallel 
to the bottom

Curve out the shape according to 
the lines in the back side

As shown, Apply proper 
amount of foam glue to 
the red mark(in the left 
side)

As shown, Apply proper 
amount of foam glue to 
the red mark(in the left 
side)

As shown, Apply proper 
amount of foam glue to 
the red mark(in the left 
side)

Paste on the lower part of the tail,
Note to aligning the front   
 appro.3mm away from the back

Take off the No.4 board
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Take off the No.12 Fuselage 
upper plate
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Apply foam glue to the right 
side which has marked in red

Paste on the 
upper of tail, 
Align the line 
position

Pasted on, Leave 
about 3mm in tail 

Take off the hatch 
mounting base

Use 1.4*4 Self-tapping screw 
to install



Apply glue to the sticking posi-
tion，note that the screw head 
is facing up

Cut off the No. 3 fuselage 
cover
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Apply foam glue to the hole 
and install the magnet

Paste it to the 
corresponding position

Peel off a piece of 
hatch cover sticker



Fold in along 
the dotted line Paste on the position of the 

magnet on the back

After sticking it, fold it 
up as picture shown

Apply foam glue to the 
side which has marked 
in red

Apply foam glue to the motor 
mount which has marked in red

Aligned the inside line Paste the hatch cover
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Cut off the No.1 Left frame

As shown, apply foam glue to the 
side which has marked in red

Threading the aileron rod and wing 
mounting plate Paste the frame
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Cut off the No.10 
horizontal tail fin

4. Install the horizontal tail fin

Apply foam 
glue to the 
side which has 
marked in red
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Paste on, Pay 
attention to 
the angle of 
the fuselage

Cut off the No.14 
vertical tail fin

5. Install the vertical tail fin

Note: Glue 
must be ap-
plied on both 
sides

As shown, apply 
foam glue to the 
side which has 
marked in red.

Align it to stick The bottom need to snap into 
the slot
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Note: be perpendicular to the fuselage

Cut off the No.7 Left wing

6.Install the wings

Use your hands to bend 
the wing shape along the 
line drawn on the back, 
and apply foam glue to 
the red marked position

Apply foam glue to the wing 
mounting plate which has 
marked in red.

Adjust the position and 
paste on.
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Use the same method to install 
the right wing

Note the mounting 
plate position

Paste the wing reinforce-
ment carbon rod

Apply foam glue to the drawing 
line on the back of the wing

7.Install the landing gear

Cut off the No.8 landing wheel Take out the axle
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Glue the two axles together with 
foam glue,Paste it on the wheel 
with foam glue

Cut off the No.5 and 6 landing 
gear cover

Find out the landing gear

Insert the landing gear to the 
wheel, apply foam glue to the land-
ing gear cover

Install the cover
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Attention to the direction of in-
stall, and you can use glue to stick 
if find it looses

Use the same 
method to 
install the other 
side

Find out the landing 
gear mounting base 
and apply foam glue 
to it.

Install to the wings

Install the landing gear
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Cut off the No.9 rear 
landing gear. Apply 
foam glue to the red 
marked position

install to the 
bottom of the tail

Take down the 3 control horns

Apply foam glue to the 
control horns

Install the control horn to 
the corresponding position, 
pay attention to the 
direction

8.Install the control horns

The same method to 
install the aileron horn
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Find out the 3 chucks and 
pre-screw them

Install to the horns

When the aircraft is powered on, 
level the rudder surface and lock 
the chuck screw

The side with the lettering 
on the propeller is facing 
forward

Hold the 
motor mount 
on both sides, 
press install 
the propeller

9. Install propeller
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As shown below, the red marked mounting base position of the wing is the center 
of gravity for the plane.

三、Trial flight
1.Always respect the rules provided by your local remote control aircraft organization. 
Choose an appropriate flying site consisting of a large open space to ensure the safety of 
yourself,others and your model.
2.Before operation, check that every movements is smooth and directions and functions are 
correct.
3.If you are using throw away to take off, please must attention to the propeller, avoid any 3.If you are using throw away to take off, please must attention to the propeller, avoid any 
unnecessary injuries.
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X6 Radio User Guide


